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Radio Signal Modelers Flying Club
Schiller Woods Flying Field
President’s Message
The sun angle is changing,
it’s getting dark at 7PM,
there’s a nip in the air....Boy
that came by quick! Soon
we’ll be doing, maybe a
ZOOM meeting. Schiller
Community center is closed
until COVID threat is gone.
Even though we had no fun
fly’s, I hope you enjoyed our
lively meetings and various
Demo presentations.
I hope most of you had some
time to enjoy the outdoors
and some flying. Be safe.
Ray C

VP Thoughts
Was just at the field a while
back and would like to say
“thanks” to the crew that
manicured the landscape.
They did a great job. So
Thank You Ray, Bill, and Vic.
We are still in need of field
maintenance people to
volunteer and also a crew
chief (chairperson) over them
on a more permanent basis.
Once again “Thanks Guys”!!

August Meeting Minutes
The August meeting was called to order at 6:30PM on August
17th by president Ray Capitulo at the flying field. Ray started out
by mentioning the storms that left some local areas severely
damaged last Monday, which delayed our regular August meeting.
He asked about new members or guests and Andy Nash and Matt
Novak introduced themselves. Joe Stanko read the July meeting
minutes, which were approved by the 21 members present. Sally
Gombert and Pat Lawton have August birthdays.

Treasurer’s Report
Frank Roberson Treasurer
Started with: $2118

Ended with: $2390

There were 4 new members, 3 renewals, including 1 family
members. Expenses were $55 to Don Zeller for fuel and tractor
maintenance. Club membership is up to 64 because 3 past
members, who failed to renew, were removed from the roster.
The July report was approved.

VP Scott

Upcoming Events
Cancelled due to
COVID-19
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Field Maintenance Committee:
The President, Jerry (future member), Roger Mankowski and
Jack Behrens have been cutting the grass at 9 AM on Thursday
mornings. More volunteers are needed. Please consider
volunteering.
The club thanked Jack Behrens for staining & sealing the picnic
tables to match the flight stands, at his own expense. Now talk
about volunteering his services. Many thanks for the time you
have invested to improve the club’s field, Jack.

Know Your Member
Name: Jack Behrens
Occupation: Dentist (retired)
Club Membership: 7 years
Flying Experience: 20 years
Airplane or Heli: Airplane
Radio: Spektrum DX8
Electric, Nitro : Electric

Favorite Model: Hangar 9 Ultra
Stik
Flying Style: Freestyle without
crashing

Joe Stanko’s cell number is on the lid of the charging station,
should anyone encounter problems.
We are still looking for a Chairperson for Field
Maintenance. The Chair duty description includes appointing
volunteers to rotate a weekly schedule to help with cutting the
grass using the riding tractor and gas trimmer, as well as lifting
the flight stands and relocating the picnic tables so the grass can
be cut underneath it. Usually 3 members are needed to get the
job done eﬃciently This is about a 2 hour weekly commitment
in which all the club members benefit from your eﬀorts and hard
work. Plus on the job training is included. To volunteer, call Ray
at 773-630-7683 or email at presidentofrsm@gmail.com.

R/C Simulator: R/F 9
Cubs or Sox: Cubs

Field Safety Committee:

Quote: “ great club, great
members, great Flying fi eld”

By Jim Parker
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was taking oﬀ West to East on the runway, when his propeller
driven plane “barrel rolled” into the pits after taking oﬀ.
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A hobbyist who was working on his helicopter, jumped out of the way when someone yelled,
“LOOKOUT”. The plane struck the tail boom on his $1000 helicopter, and also struck his $2500 radio
oﬀ the flight stand, before eventually coming to a stop. The member apologized and made sure the
hobbyist was OK. Luckily it was only a minor leg scrape. He eventually bought the hobbyist a new radio
and parts for the helicopter damage.
Always yell out a warning if your aircraft goes out of control! Also, be alert and watchful when others
yell, “TAKING OFF”.
Remember it is only material. It can be replaced. Hurting anyone on the field because your flying, brings
on a totally diﬀerent level of “replacement”. There is no replacement for body parts.
So be careful out there.

Flight Instruction Committee:
By Jim Parker
Jim reported that 2 members and 1 potential member have contacted him for flight instruction. They
haven’t been able to meet yet.
He reminded us about the 15% discount on Horizon products ordered through him. 6 members have
taken advantage of the discount so far.
Jim also reported that he crashed two planes practicing for the August Demo. One was a “snap roll” over
the trees. The other was a problem with an AS3X receiver on a maiden.

Planning Committee:
Everything is still on hold due to COVID-19. The Forest Preserve isn’t permitting any events, but at
least they put the porta potty, flight stands, and tables back, and let us fly there.

Old Business:
No old business was discussed.

New Business:
The RTF Great Planes Avistar donated by Jim Mulkerin, will be
auctioned oﬀ at the September Meeting. It has a .46 nitro engine.
Nisanth will be handling the “For Sale” and “Wanted” sections of
the website. Provide required info and picture to him for items to be
posted for a month.
The proposal for “Free Membership to Club Oﬃcers and Chairmans ”, starting in January 2021, was
approved by a majority of members present by 12 yes’s and 2 no’s of those voting. Motion was approved.
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Show & Tell / Demonstration : (photos by Joe Stanko)
Ray showed his E-Flite twin 64mm EDF A-10 Thunderbolt II.

Then Terry Gombert showed his 1/2 scale Taurus, that Sally gave him as a 40th Anniversary gift.
Congratulations! It is a winter project for him and will be the smaller version of the Taurus that he
bought at an estate sale, and presented a show & tell 8 years ago about it.

Ray Capitulo narrated as Jim Parker demonstrated rudder only “figure 8’s” on the Apprentice Trainer.
Jim also mentioned the use of the rudder while lining up on final.
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Then Jaime Solis took his J3
Cub and gave a great
demonstration on flat spins
and recovery, with as many
as 16 rotations. Nice job
Jaime showing us your skill,
while we watched in awe!

Welcome to the Pilot’s Corner:
By Jim Parker
As the newest AMA Instructor Pilot and member of RSM, I will write articles addressing flying skills on
all range of pilots. Our President, Ray C. will be editor-in-chief coordinating information for the website
newsletter. Feel free to comment on my eﬀorts and maybe suggest future topics for consideration here.
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This month’s topic(s): BASIC RC AIRPLANE AEROBATICS; Inside & Outside Loop
Once you’ve learned to fly your RC airplane confidently, it’s time to step it up a notch and learn some
basic RC airplane aerobatics!
Flying aerobatic maneuvers with your RC plane is great fun and all part of the radio control flying, but
you need to start oﬀ slowly and not try things that are too implicated to begin with. It’s important to
always keep within your flying skills, and progress steadily. “If you try to run before you can walk, bad
things will inevitably happen!
IMPORTANT POINTS TO REMEMBER.......
1.

When performing aerobatics you need to fly responsibly, paying special care to not fly in the safety
zone.

2.

Make a plan what you will practice BEFORE you take oﬀ.

3.

Altitude is VERY important with most maneuvers; always give yourself as much space as possible
between your plane and the ground. “Fly two mistakes high” is a saying in our hobby and one worth
remembering. When learning, make it three mistakes high!

4.

Fly a safe distance away from yourself but not so far away that you can’t see what your airplane is
doing. DISORIENTATION is one of the biggest killers of models and it is easy to become confused
about the plane’s position in the sky.

5.

The TYPE of plane will play a large part in how easily you can fly most aerobatic maneuvers. RC
aerobatic airplanes are designed for the job, yet if you only have a ultra-stable high wing trainer or
lots of dihedral, these maneuvers are still possible.

6.

The majority of RC airplanes aerobatics are performed into the wind. Fly your plane DIRECTLY
into the wind when starting the maneuver. This gives maximum lift and AIRFLOW over the wing
and control surfaces.

THE INSIDE LOOP: The cockpit of the airplane stays inside for the entire loop.
The inside loop is the easiest of all aerobatics to pull off and any RC airplane with an elevator/
elevon and sufficient power.
HOW FLY THE INSIDE LOOP: Start by flying straight and level into the wind. Open
throttle to max at entry of loop A and begin to slightly pull back on elevator. Be gentle, but definite. The
amount of elevator determines the size of the loop. Keep power on. The plane will go into a vertical
climb, let it keep going until it starts to roll over onto its back B, the pilot is now nearly upside down. At
this point, close the throttle and keep holding elevator pressure, adjusting the amount to maintain a tidy
circle. You may need to add slight aileron/rudder input to keep
plane path vertical as some airplanes tend to roll out of the loop.
On the vertical descent begin back pressure with elevator aiming
to exit loop at C the same point as entry straight & level. The
perfect loop will be a vertical circle with no sideways deviations.
This takes practice.
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THE OUTSIDE LOOP: The cockpit stays on the outside of the loop. The outside loop is an inside
loop but with the airplane inverted - the pilot faces outwards throughout the loop.
HOW TO FLY THE OUTSIDE LOOP: Your airplane flies inverted into the wind. Start the loop at
the bottom of circle at full power by pushing elevator FORWARD to make it climb A. Pulling elevator
will cause plane to crash if too low. Keep holding in down elevator and let the plane climb to top of loop,
using aileron/rudder to keep path straight. At the top of the outside loop your airplane will be right side
up B. Reduce power and continue the loop descent using FORWARD elevator pressure. Exit loop at
same point of entry C and roll 180 degrees to straight and level flight. An outside loop can also be started
from the top, and in this case is called a BUNT. Enter the maneuver at altitude flying upright. Apply and
hold FORWARD elevator all the way round the loop, first reducing throttle until at bottom of loop, then
increasing to full power to complete second half of loop. Practicing a bunt takes nerves - you have to
commit to flying the plane all the way round and not chickening out before it reaches the inverted stage!

See you at the field. Plan, practice, plan, practice.
Next month: The Roll & The Stall Turn

This is YOUR Space. Submit questions or suggestions to the Editor or to myself.

We’re here to help, keep safe, and minimize hobby expense. JMP
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Members getting ready for the August Meeting at the Field. Photos by Joe Stanko
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Some August Flying early & late in the evening (photos by Ray C)

“Vic Szajna and Jaime Solis doing some
early morning flying on a recently cut
grass at the flying field”
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“How about some vertical action”
Wojciech Rafacz with his Mikado Logo
Helicopter flying freely over the
runway.

Banana Hobby V-TOL V22 Osprey
Coast Guard flown by hobbyist Sargon
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Nick Radez with his FMS Avanti and
Nisanth Kaithakot with his Eflite Viper rip
up the sky with there EDF’s.

EFlite UMX Citation Longitude Twin 30 mm
EDF flown by hobbyist Julian Gonzalez late in
the evening. “You’re cleared for take-off or
landing”
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Les Shier flying his MXS slowly turns away from the sunset for final at runway #9

Eflite UMX Citation Longitude Twin 30mm EDF on a “Red Eye Flight” approaching O’Hare
Photos by Ray C
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Next Meeting on Monday September 14, 2020 at 6:30 at the Flying Field Weather Permitting
Demo Starts at 6:00 PM
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Photo by Ray C

Newsletter by Ray C
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